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Agree to one-week deadline for action

BSU demands go to committee
A "wait and see" attitude was
adopted by the Black Student Union last
evening after a marathon three-hour
negotiating session with the President's
Advisory Council over a list of eight
demands.
BSU spokesman Gerald Dillingham
announced at a news conference after the
meeting that action on the demands
would be handled primarily by committees, and that the BSU would await
promised administrative response within
the week.
"The committment that the
University made was that the things that
could be resolved would be resolved in an
urgent manner," Dillingham said.
John S. Scott, professor of speech and
the only black faculty member on the
campus, will act as a go-between for the
BSU and the administration during the

next week.
Scott said, "The University has
always been committed to these things in
terms of posture. Now the BSU wants a
commitment in terms of practice."
President William T. Jerome HI said
after the meeting that the black students
had "perfect justification" for their
feelings.
"Our effort was to do the best to answer some of these problems and develop
a program of action for the students,"
Dr. Jerome said.
The president said the only demand
that is not resolvable is the first. He said
he would not play the numbers game
concerning quotas of students.
Much of the success of any reforms
demanded by the BSU depend on
finances, but both Dillingham and Dr.
Jerome refused to comment on this

Black demands listed
We. the black students of Bowling
Green State University, have long had to
exist and function within an educational
system and culture that is totally
irrelevant to contemporary black men
and women. We now feel we can no
longer accept the tokenism so often
"handed out" by this University
establishment. In order to alleviate the
existing conditions at this institution, we
demand the following:
1. A program to include the active
recruitment of black students In order to
Increase the enrollment at Bowling
Green University to 10 per cent of the
total student body.
a. A plan for supportive services for
this Increased number of students.
2. The Immediate Initiation of a
project to establish a Black Studies
curriculum.
3. Active recruitment of qualified
black professors and administrators.
4. The University department of
Student Affairs, in its attempt to provide
a social atmosphere on campus, provide
for a greater exposure of the black man's
culture and contributions to the world.
a.The proposed redecoratlon of the
Rathskeller as designed and approved by
the Black Student Union.
5. The administration must recognize
the Black Student Union as an Integral
part of University affairs, and the B.S.U.
must be allotted funds to maintain Its

operations for the benefit of the entire
University Community.
I. A committee be formed to evaluate
and reform:
a. The system of recruitment and the
subsequent treatment of black athletes.
b. The Investigation and disposition of
reported cases of racial discrimination.
c. Defacto segregation In off-campus
housing.
7. Disarming of all Campus Police
Police |mace and firearms).
8. No reprisal from the University be
taken against anyone supporting this
movement: but no amnesty granted
anyone who is caught breaking the law
through vandalism or disruption.
We will not accept the usual
University answer of "just wait a while
longer." Our requests are stated in very
general terms and when negotiations
begin, they will be fully explained.
We offer the University a single
alternative to these proposals. If
negotiations are not started within 24
hours, we will initiate a nationwide
campaign to prevent any other black
student from enrolling at Bowling Green
University. We guarantee that when the
black students of the class of 1974
graduate, no other black students will be
subjected to the policies of this white
racist institution.
Executive Council
Black Student Union

aspect of the problem.
The confrontation began at 9 a.m.
yesterday as Dillingham, James
Burgess, and Arye Butler delivered the
list of demands to Dr. James G. Bond,
vice president of student affairs.
The three BSU representatives
walked into Dr. Bond's office and
Dillingham handed the list to Dr. Bond,
saying, "We thought it was about time we
got something together."
He also handed a list to Dean of
Students Raymond Whittaker, saying,
"This involves you too, Dean Whittaker."
Dillingham pointed out the 24 hour
negotiation deadline and requested a
meeting as soon as was possible.
Dr. Bond said he would contact the
president immediately and get back to
him as soon as a meeting time was set.
Approximately an hour later, it was
announced that PAC would begin the
negotiations.
Directly after meeting with Bond,
Dillingham said, "We'd hate to see an
OSU or Miami here at Bowling Green.
We support those students and feel we
have legitimate demands."
Prior to the afternoon meeting of
PAC. President Jerome declined to

comment on the specific demands. He
did say he thought it was a matter for the
University community at large to consider
"What we have done in the way of
progress will 3peak for itself. Just look at
the record. I think all parties have
behaved in a progressive, agreeable,
creative manner over the past few
years." Dr. Jerome said.
Dr. Bond said, "The BSU tactics are
very reasonable and make a lot of sense.
Our answer will basically be a progress
report."
Student Body President Greg Thatch,
before entering the meeting, said, "I
think everything they're asking for is
completely legitimate. I agree with their
nonviolent tactics. I support the BSU
entirely."
It was not clear after the meeting
what committees would handle what
demands, or if new committees would be
established.
"We go into these committees with
good faith, hoping that these issues will
be resolved as soon as possible,"
Dillingham said.
Doing the negotiating for BSU in the
PAC meeting were Dillingham, Butler,
Burgess and Scott.

Administrators react

foboycotf possibility
University officials were reluctant
yesterday to assess the affect of any
black boycott as a result of the demands
of the BSU.
Administrators the News talked to
unanimously agreed that a black boycott
would be unfortunate in terms of the
make-up of the student body.
Dr. James G. Bond, vice president of
student affairs, said the University is
making attempts to increase black
enrollment and any boycott ould obviously hurt this effort.
Dr. Raymond J. Endres, assistant
dean of faculties and the prime mover
behind the student development
program, said "One of our problems is a
lack of heterogeneity, a lack of
cosmopolitanism in the student body.
Any loss of black students would worsen
this situation."
"In terms of an institutional response,
we are not meeting the need for in-

creased black enrollment," he said.
Financial repercussions were not so
easily pinpointed.
The University has several programs
dealing with underprivileged students
receiving federal funds which could be
eliminated if there were no black
students.
Richard Gordley. director of student
financial aid, said the amount of
Educational Opportunity Grants given to
the University through the department of
Health. Education and Welfare could be
affected.
The University recently applied for
$174,000 under this program. Gordley
could give no estimate of how many
black students are receiving help from
the program, but Dr. Endres said most of
the money is spent on black students.
The funds affected would not hurt the
University as much as it would hurt the
underprivileged students. Dr. Endres
said.
"The inunediate impact lof a black
boycott I is not to hurt the University
financially. It would affect Educational
Opportunity Grants, National Defense
Student l-oans, and the Upward Bound
program," he said.
Dr. Bond said the University is
presently applying for special federal
funds for the Student Development
Program and that a black boycott could
affect the funding and the existence of
that program entirely.

Nvwiphoto by AU> Burrow*

TALKING IT OVER is President William T. Jerome
III after the PAC meeting yesterday. The silhouettes to

the left and right of Dr. Jerome are BSU spokesmen Jim
Burgess and Gerald Dillingham.

Gerald Dillingham

Guardsmen, students clash at Ohio State
COLUMBUS (AP) - Screaming
students and National Guardsmen,
bayonets at ready, clashed repeatedly on
the Ohio State University campus
yesterday in a second day of violence.
Tear gas was used to break up crowds
of students who chanted "Pigs OH
Campus" and "Pigs Go Home." National
Guardsmen, the Ohio Highway Patrol
and city police forces worked to keep
crowds small and mobile.
An 8 pjn. to S ajn. curfew, imposed
while demonstrations were out of hand
Wednesday night, was continued a
second night for a two-square-mile area
around the university.
Police banned the sale of guns, ammunition and gas masks throughout the
city. The university cancelled night
classes a second straight night to con-

form with the curfew.
Michael White, ~ne of three students
who sought a meeting with John Mount,
university vice president for student
affairs, quoted him as saying:
"I am sorry, I won't negotiate with
anyone today."
White left Mount's Office, he said, to
tell more than 2,000 students waiting in a
campus park that "Mount won't
negotiate."
"I don't want to see this campus
burned down," White said.
By day's end nearly 300 persons were
arrested. One hundred or more police
and demonstrators were treated for
injuries.
Four persons were hospitalized, three
with gunshot wounds. Police said they
did not know the source of the gunfire.

University President Novice Fawcett,
who cancelled classes Wednesday night,
called for classes to meet on schedule
yesterday. However, many professors
called off classes when tear gas drifted
into campus buildings.
Fawcett suspended all arrested
students.
Executive offices in the University
administration building were closed
because of gas fumes. Three elementary
public schools near the campus closed
early for the same reason.
A court injunction against campus
violence appeared to have no effect.
Gov. James A. Rhodes had 1,200
National Guard troops working in shifts
to help police and highway patrolmen
patrol the campus and nearby residential
and business areas.

Writer calls OSU 'madhouse'
By Jim Marino
News Editor
COLUMBUS-With tear gas seeping
through the air conditioner shafts at the
office of The Ohio State Lantern, OSU's
student paper, a staff writer haltingly
told the News of the background to the
second continuing day of disturbances in
Columbus.
"It's a mad house down here," Bruce
Vilanch said. "The cops are gassing
everybody, indiscriminately. Hundreds
of kids pour out of their dorms to see
what's going on in the streets and they're

Troops enter Cambodia
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Nixon dramatically announced last night
that American ground troops have attacked - at his order-a Communist base
complex extending 20 miles into Cambodia.
Nixon told a nationwide radio and
television audience that he would stand
by Ins order, certain to provoke controversy, even at the risk of becoming a
one-term President
"This is not an invasion of Cambodia," he asserted. "The areas in which
these attacks will be launched are
completely occupied and controlled by
North Vietnamese forces. Our purpose is
r i . not to accupy the areas. Once enemy
forces are driven out of these sanctuaries
F and their military supplied destroyed, we

will withdraw."
The attack, commanded by American
officers and augemented by units of the
South Vietnamese army, began about 7
p.m. EST Washington time-about two
hours before Nixon addressed the nation
and about one hour before he met with
Democratic and Republican leaders of
Congress to discuss his decision.
A White House source, who declined to
be quoted by name, said several
thousand U.S. combat troops were Involved in the operation, which he said is
expected to last six weeks to two months.
This official said the new move would
not affect Nixon's April 20 announcement
that at least 150,000 American troops will
be withdrawn from South Vietnam by
May 1971.

Nixon said, "I have concluded the
time has come for action" because, he
argued, the enemy's moves "in the last
10 days clearly endanger the lives of
Americans who are in Vietnam now and
would constitute an unacceptable risk to
those who would be there after our withdrawal of 150,000."
The chief executive said he had three
choices, one to do nothing, the second to
provide massive military aid to Cambodia and the third "to go to the heart of
the trouble."
Announcing that he had selected the
third alternative, he said:
"Tonight, American and South
Vietnamese units will attack the
headquarters for the entire Communist

military operation in South Vietnam.
This key control center has been occupied by the North Vietnamese and Viet
Cong for years in blatant violation of
Cambodia's neutrality.
"We take this action not for the
purpose of expanding the war into
Cambodia but for the purpose of ending
the war in Vietnam and winning the just
peace we will desire," Nixon said.
The area of the attack was in the
"fishhook" area of Cambodia, about 50
miles northwest of Saigon and northeast
of Cambodia's "Parrot's Beak" region
attacked Wednesday by South Vietnamese troops with American advice and
support.

gassed and shot with rock salt from
-removing campus police from OSU
shotguns," he said.
Vilanch said OSU President Novice
Vilanch paused several times as Fawcett refused to grant those demands.
Lantern staffers smeared vaseline and resulting in further student discontent.
Johnson's oil on their faces to fend off the
"Don't believe those goddamned wire
thick permeating gas breaking from service reports," Vilanch cautioned.
cannisters outside their building.
"They're being written by a group of
As Vilanch pieced the story together. downtown pigs who don't know what the
OSU's trouble began several weeks ago story is on campus."
when a list of black student's demands
Vilanch paused. . ."We're getting
were presented to the university ad- .gassed through the windows, again," he
ministration.
said.
Non-action on those demands brought
"Hey," he yelled to a fellow writer,
student activists out, Vilanch said, who "how mc >v cops have been hurt in this
tried to close a main gateway to the thing so fa. ?"
"Three more today; three more
University Tuesday.
After warnings, police broke up the students shot," someone shouted from
activists and tear gassed other students the background.
Vilanch got a report of a student
who occupied positions in the streets.
After a series of incidents involving perched atop a fraternity building on
rock throwing, and shotgun responses campus firing at police.
from police, the campus was ordered
"Guess the Guard's going to be
cleared by officials, and police carried staying around again tonight," said
out the order by gassing all university Vilanch.
The mayor of Columbus put a curfew
buildings, Vilanch said.
"They systematically threw can- on the campus Wednesday night and
nisters into every building, women's again last night, between 8 p.m. a d 6:30
dormitories, everywhere," he said.
p.m.
President Fawcett called off all night
An Ad Hoc Committee on Student's
Rights comprised of six student groups classes for two days, and other
formed shortly before the major out- professors cancelled their day-time
break Tuesday in hopes of getting ad- classes as squads of state police and
ministrative okays on the following army men patrolled the university.
Food was being rushed in for police
demands: .
-amnesty for six students arrested and military personnel who haven t
during a campus function earlier in the eaten since 4 a.m. Thursday. Police have
called for additional supplies of amweek.
munition and tear gas from other state
-removing ROTC from campus.
-establishing OSU extensions in black units, Vilanch reported.
"The cops have used $12,000 worth of
communities.
-increasing black student enrollment gas in a few hours, and they're running
to 23 per cent of the total student body. out of the stuff, now," Vilanch said.
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'Who Wonts To Smoke?'
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a proposal
Dr. Trevor Philips, assistant professor of education,
has submitted a proposal to a Faculty Senate Committee
for review which asks that no grades of F be computed in a
student's accumulative point average. The proposal also
asks that if a course is repeated, only the higher grade is to
be included in the accumulative point average.
The logic of this proposal is so simple that it is surprising the system has operated as it does for as long as it
has.
As every student who has flunked a course knows, an F
is a ball and chain around a student's neck. He gets absolutely no credit towards graduation. But worse yet, the
grade figures into his point average and acts as a dead
weight dragging it down even If he later repeats the course
and even gets a A in It.

rules don't

In response to Marc Katz and his article on getting what we paid for:
I agreed with him concerning the patrolling of the far out lots. They should
be patrolled more often. But as to his complaint of parking way out where, why
must he who used tht car once a week park closer to the campus than the
student who comes from out of town?
He lives right on campus, close to all buildings. So why not give the
commuter a chance to get an equal starting point? Why do you need a car on
campus? Are you too soft to walk like the rest of us?
Park where you like is your motto. Let service people and students walk
around your car, just be sure you are warm and comfortable. Go ahead and
break rules, take advantages that few others have.
If you do. don't complain about a ticket! You broke the rules. We live in a
society of rules. You break one and you expect to pay for it.
As to the potholes, why not drive a little slower? You will only get through
a minute later and it is also a lot safer for the people walking.
If you are tired of being treated like a child, grow up. Act like the adult you
want to be treated like.
Bad food? Well complain. Smelly bathroom? I wonder who made it that
way.
Rules are rules. I find nothing here that interferes with my freedom. What
do you do that is different?
John Liske
349 Anderson

If a student repeats a course and gets a better grade
than he first did, he Is still penalized In his point average
for his earlier work, even though he has demonstrated that
he has corrected his earlier deficiencies.
If the proposal by Dr. Philips clears the Faculty
Senate committee hurdle, as it should, It would come
before Senate late this spring or early next fall.
A similar proposal was submitted to Faculty Senate
several years ago, but it died in a committee.
This proposal should be passed and implemented to
change what appears to be an existing Inequity in the
grading system.
As Dr. Philips said, "Even in some Orthodox churches
you can attain forgiveness for your sins, but here apparently the axe stays with you forever."

save it
In an informal poll Wednesday by a News reporter
concerning the question of abolishing Student Council, the
majority of students responding thought change of some
kind is needed.
To the candidates for student government offices, we
suggest you save your money until offices are created
which are worth running for.
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the odds favor Uncle Sam
By Arthur Hoppe
National Columnist
Great news! New York City, which
can't make ends meet on its cut from the
from the new State lottery, is going to
open a string of bookie joints.
Mayor Lindsay figures the city's
take from the now-legal off-track betting
will run $200 million a year.
Here's another giant stride toward
the only conceivable solution to the
Nation's fiscal crises-nationalizing
organized crime.
Once Mayor Lindsay gets a taste of
the fat profits flowing in from his bookie
joints, there's no question but hell take
over the numbers racket. And why not?
Playing the numbers Is no more sinful
than playing the numbers.
Naturally there have been protests
from such organizations as the churches
and the Mafia.
"The Mayor's muscling in on our
territory," growls Three-Fingers Jack
Daniels, chairman of the Wednesday
Evening Christian Fellowship & Bingo
Social.
But, as the well-known mobster
stoolie, Chicken Cacciatore, puts it with a
shrug, "You can't fight City Hall."
The next step, of course, is taking
over the millions of dollars that now go to
disreputable types from prostitution.
This may require Federal aid.
Envision, if you will, a vast Sexicare
program.
A Bordello Construction
Program, funded by loans from the
Department of Health, Education &
Welfare, would do wonders for Impacted
areas. They could well be staffed by
conscripts from VISTA through a draft
lottery.
Objections will be raised. But if the
Government can conscript the bodies of

young men for the welfare of the taxpayers, it can certainly peddle the bodies
of young ladies for the same purpose.
Dope peddling poses problems. But
in Britain, the Government's been doing
it for years. All that needs be done to
make a tidy profit is to hike the prices to
what the traffic will bear. And seeing
that many states now peddle the drug
called alcohol through State liquor
stores, there's no reason they cant
peddle the drug called marijuana, too. It
would double revenues.
Purse-snatching and stickups by

Government men are more easily
justified. Some would call this robbery. I
think of it as taxation. After all, the
definition of robbery is taking your
money by force or the threat of force.
You know, like the IRS does.
Personally, though, I'd draw the line
at having paid Government agents rub
out innocent people. There just isn't
enough money in an operation like that to
justify the costs. Look at Vietnam.
So hats off to Mayor Lindsay. It's a
small step for the taxpayer, but a giant
step toward nationalizing organized

crime. And there's enough billions in
that to balance every governmental
budget in the land. And cut taxes, too.
True, the outcries will mount. "We
can't have our Government engaged in
organized gambling, pandering, dope
peddling, robbery and murder," the foes
of progress will shout.
Nonsense. It's solely because these
long-established functions of government
are so disorganized that we taxpayers
are losing our shirts.
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Agency reports shelf fell

Show tickets

Apollo fank dropped -M*

BARRY GROSS, left, Atlantic City, N. J., pUyt chess with
Roland Mediate, Atheni, 0., inside a micro VW bus In
their dormitory living room at Ohio State University.
Roommate Rony Gemma, Youngstown, O., studies at

SPACE CENTER, Houston
-(AP) - A shelf containing the
oxygen tank which exploded
on the Apollo 13 moon mission
was dropped during construction of the spacecraft, the
space agency said yesterday
but tests showed the tank was
not damaged.
The space agency said the
shelf holding the two oxygen
tanks used on Apollo 13 was
dropped one inch in October
1981, while the service module
of the spacecraft was being
built at the Downey, Calif.,
plant of North American
Rockwell.
A.«ociol»d Pr«i Wir.pSoto
After the mishap, officials
right. Hie students bought the bus shell lor 111,
said, the tanks were tested
dismantled it and then sneaked It Into the Lincoln Towers
and "they were found to be in
dorm at S a.m. University officials are not too happy about
satisfactory condition."
the situation.
*
Officials said tests were
Greg Thatch, student
also made to determine the
body president, yesterday
amount of shock received by
cautioned all University
the tanks in the one-inch drop.
students to stay away
The results, they said, showed
from the Ohio State I that the shock was less than
University
campus
what the tank was designed to
during
the present
withstand.
"explosive" situation.
"Since the Apollo 13 inthe Viet Cong delegation. Thi
said American intervention in
Cambodia was "a maneuver
by the Nixon administration to
commit open aggression to
give military aid to the
mercenary group of Lon Nol,"
Reg. price of 12.00
the Cambodian premier who
deposed Sihanouk on March
II.
LIMIT: 1 coupon per haircut, per customer
South Vietnamese AmExpires May 30, 1170
bassador Pham Dang Lam
countered with the charge that
"the evolution of the situation.
. . has clearly shown that the
aggression unleashed against
South Vietnam is only part of a
vast Communist scheme.

Viet Reds denounce
Cambodia intervention
PARIS (AP) - The Vietnamese
Communists
yesterday denounced U.S.
intervention in Cambodia as
"open aggression." They said
it was a "grave new step in
escalation" and vowed that
the forces of "all the peoples
of Indochina" would unite
against the Americans.
Nguyen Minh Vy of North
Vietnam told newsmen at the
65th session of the Vietnam
peace talks that the peoples of
Laos and Vietnam will
"resolutely support the
Cambodian people in their
struggle against the American

aggressors and the clique of
those attempting to overthrow
the government led by Lon
Nol."
Vy said the basis for
common action was laid last
weekend at the "summit of
Indochinese peoples" at which
Cambodian Prince Norodom
Sihanouk met Premier Pham
Van Dong of North Vietnam,
Prime Souphanouvong of the
Pathet Lao and President
Nguynen Huu Tho of the Viet
Cong's National Liberation
Front.
Vy's attack was echoed by
Dinh Ba Tht, deputy chief of
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are still available in
RM. 405 Student Services

The Seventh Seal •n
FREE in the
Education Bldg.

Bldg.
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primary results

Tho deadline for applications

7 to 9

The Bowling Green Young
Republican Cub held a mock
Republican'primary Tuesday.
Any student, regardless of
political affiliation, was
eligible to vote for state
candidates.
Winners of the primary
were:
U.S. Senator-Robert Tart,
Jr.; Governor-Donald E.
"Bus"Lukens; State AuditorRoger Tracy, Jr.; State ,
Treasurer-Robin T. Turner.
All other statewide races
were uncontested.

has been extended to May 2

3ft 7

Fri. ft Sit.
See.

TICKETS FOR BUTTERFLY
AVAILABLE AT DOOR

and Sweden's Mecki Mark Men
/. of TOLEDO FIELD HOUSE-MAY 8th—8:00 P.M.
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TICKETS ON SALE AT: Student Union-Headquarters
Adam-Needle-Downtown Sound-Disc Records
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JEANNE
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to.
"There were about 100
students in front of Founders
Quadrangle but they were
orderly and just having fun,"
according to James E. Hof,
director of alumni and
University relations.
"The kids were not
blocking traffic, no one was
hurt, and there was no
damage," Mr. Hof said.
City police responded to a
call that students were
blocking traffic along Wooster
Street and four city cars
supported by campus police
drove through the crowd
repeatedly until the students
dispersed, a city officer said.
A Founders Quadrangle
official reported one student
was injured and hospitalized
after he fell through a window.
The student sustained a cut
arm.
"The students were great.
It was a fun thing," said Mr.
Hof.
Students roamed across
campus for about three hours
between midnight and 3 ajn.
Thursday, being observed at a
distance by campus officers
and administrators.

V^TO

for Derby Day!

Feitiriig

Students —
Campus
Organizations

upcoming ELECTIONS??

Alpha Chi's ready
to rally

Tickets for the Iron
Butterfly concert will be
on sale at the Union ticket
office today until 4 p.m.
They will also be
available at the Memorial
Hall ticket office on
Saturday, starting at 6
p.m.
The concert is at 8
p.m.
Saturday
in
Memorial Hall.

NEED FLYERS and POSTERS for

25, OFF

22-d Aiual

Wednesday night's panty
raid was either fun or trouble,
blocked traffic or it didn't,
resulted in injuries and
property damage or it didntdepending on who you talked

before an attempt was made
to lift the shelf with a forklift,
causing the mishap. The tanks
themselves struck nothing.
One side of the shelf fell approximately one inch, striking
the platform."
Oxygen tank No. 2 on
Apollo 13 exploded on April 13
while the spacecraft was on
the way to the moon.

Quality Printing
WHILE YOU WAIT
for just pennies

LGanaaanzsaHl!

100 fake part

near Founders

cident, the Manned Spacecraft
Center investigative team has
repeated the analysis with the
same results," the space
agency said.
The mishap occurred while
the shelf containing the tanks
was sitting on a platform.
Officials
said
that
"inadvertently
only one
side of the shelf was unbolted

Bex •fllee •pen at l:M p.m.
Saturday at Memorial Hall

Produced By Entermedia Futures Corp . N Y
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These poems are for people. They're also for poefs, who are
people. I've tried not to worry about my audience for the
Literary Supplement this year. I simply proceeded to select the
poems that I liked best. It's all ruthlessly subjective you know,
but still thoroughly American.

for Rod MeKuon

Li (tan

Literary Supplement

thot word is..."poetic"
Warm
thot on* is, uh" appealing

The result is confrontation. You confront me. I confront
you. But I wonder if the latter has ever happened. Has anyone
stopped to consider that behind these poems, sensations that
you can dispel but that you could probably never equal, lies
the anomaly of a poet? That the person you met and didn't like
was probably a poet. Mud Tug, only for keeps. And that might
be just how seriously you should take all this.

connect them
Litton
to
the
sell them
Everyman
likes cats
rain
making lov*

There are a lot of poets around here and they make up a
Master of Fine Arts program. Maybe you didn't know that.
They do keep somewhat to themselves, and that might be part
of the reason they want you to see these poems. They've even
gone so far as to institutionalize the whole thing for you by
making books out of them. David Adams has thought of one of
the better ways to spend a dollar. It's his new book, called
"Endings". Roy Bryan has a book called "prison break" under
the name R. William Bryan. He tells me that's a concession he
no longer makes.

beaches
sell thorn
toll thorn themselves
soil, and soil
until
Everyman
looks like
cats
making love
on rainy beaches

All the poems on these pages are by M.F.A. poets. I'm
committed to the poetry on these pages. The poems are art, not
literature.

Pam Dinerman

ed.
IMITATION

for Bob Berner
my roommate has the cover
for a gorilla pillow

photo by Michael flrloski

crumpled up
in the corner by the bookcase
i mistook it for a magazine
no pillow inside
just the cover
one side
is an uncle torn monkey
hands across the chest
the way dead hands
fold to keep the heart in
no teeth
the other side's
teeth come to the point
and a dark space
opens out behind the tongue
you put your hand in
and either way
it makes a fine puppet

IN SICKNESS & IN HELL

sonnet for a dead lady
a siomese fighting fish
a male
is building a bubble nest

there seems the lapse of a temperature.
the limp carcass of a swan at the
edge of a pool, no more than a reminder
of the apparent news, the grass
in motion of its own, like sea floors
a man Is sitting In a chair under an elm,

in my stomach
bubbles in the candle wax
a nebula of faces
faces that know the joke of spring

aging, his hair grows out In branches,
his pockets are stuffed with empty bottles, his

sculptured in the wax

left hand Is part way down his throat,

by the flame

the other is making shadow creaturei

the first demon of the night
greets me
i greet him

which will not appear.
awkward leaves are attempting voices, beginning
the whispers of Insects, to try to tell
their stories, but are never understood.

robert erman
David Adams

what face does the fish make?
what are you doing
in my dark guts
oh, fish ortist?

robert I

A CONFESSIONAL BUILT BY RIMBAUD

the dark nave of a church
hides the latticed confessional
soft with wood and the robe of a monk
trimmed with a purple stole
opposite the velure of a pine lady
she pours out her soul to the monk
who conceals it in the folds of his robe
"Father, I have been unfaithful
to my husband." "Be more specific.
My child."
the birds fly from the roof
to the church square for manna. Pilgrims
climb the stairs on their knees
a candle eternal flickers ghosts
over the high altar.
"Father, I have slept with another man.
I have no more feeling for my husband.
I...it is with this man." "My child,
what God has joined together,
let no man put asunder."
the candles grow dim
as ghosts pinch the wick
the birds return to the roof
"Yes, Father, I will bear
this cross." "For your penance,
say three Ave's, and meditate
one evening on the Songs of Solomon.

Ego, te absolve."
May the peace of Christ
be with you,
My child.
the roof bears the birds weight
and the ghosts are gone
as the pine lady whispers,
"This evening then Father." '

Brother Lorenzo

i have noticed
the white fringe
on the narrow sleeve of the river
it has been growing
there
since early yesterday
like the river
i find
that i grow old
inside

my
self
my thoughts are
balding
and i go more often to visit
arthritic memories
now confined to the garage
i have lately declined
to accept
a gift
of the orange moon
for fear
of what the neighbors might say
and i am fearful of the wind
in the trees
at midnight
seeking safety
i sleep
in my pocket
chased there by children
with poison (i suspect)
slingshots
Anita Skeen

in tribute: the death of peace, 1976

an Interval.
the mating habits of the sloth,
his sleep, collect
the therapy of dreams.
two bomb halts and lunar shots:
he scratches moss from his belly,
shrugs lichens.
the fame of the moon declines
its luminescence,
chest-high flesh scatters, mosses
wheeze through space.
in the pilgrims' flyway, at rush hour,
obscenities splatter the aerials,
the windshields, like the invention
of finger practice
for protectorates.
Van Winkle's children stir,
remember the deliberate Ifs,
the comings to,
ascend the garden with belts of powder & lead
into pure hills,
feeling the first torn soles of their father,
the moving width of his arms
in council: sharing
his return.

John Hickam
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SETBACK

girl photos b\ Alex Burrows
face cut

with accusation and blood
grows eyes of black
SEA SALT

DEVELOPING SOLUTION
for Linda
your face
like the piece of paper
that was a window
when i tried to pick it up
is full of admonitions.
in your forehead
where i wait
to see the
lady of the house
appear
where i try
to work o divination
in available light
the bone dissolves
& your

two kids
cry in me car
one comforts the other

I
Hearing gulls brew, we held
For a whole instant
Orean cupped in our hands:
And watched. In a rusted pot.
Ocean boil to salt. We have drifted.
Like the wood we burn, into strange stances.
We can give. We can take.
But we watch: and our silence.
Watching us, gives and takes In our name.
II
Gulls make love on open currents:
And tending fire, we have spent much time
Hunting fuel, listening to their strange pronouncement
Can we discover? Can we discover
We are thick in sea water?
And creating, do we know.
With the depth of any ocean.
How to wrap ourselves around life?

cigarettes bonfire
with streams of summons paper
torn and piled
police turn
in the back seat sits
a man
subtle questions
announce the question
are you drunk
yes, he says, drunk
with the sadness
of things
the noose tightens

holds

in

food rent clothes

Overhead, gulls are still boiling
Around smoke of our driftwood:
Salt forms grainy, dark white.
Minor alchemists, we knowOn empty beaches
The toil, the trouble: and we know
If I taste your salt
I taste oceans closing around.

for the car
for myself
for the drunks
drinking
for sadness.

animal
blue
light
drives Itself
through the thin skin covering

Brother Lorenzo
Roy Bryan

-robert erman

GRAND PORTAGE

Shivering deep into ourselves,
From yesterday, old rain wets our nerves.
We have begun.
The canoe, o giant helmet,
Helps our escope:
And stumbling through estranged growth
I wear it cocked.
Mosquitoes, down with wet wings,
Wait for breaks in the weather.
Blackflies swarm.
All the way to Athabaska, converting,
What did Jesuits concieve
Ministering unknown Chippewa sin ?
Binding, our ponchos are useless:
We sweat.
New rain churns undergrowth:
The portage, only a muddy path
And pines overbearing
Deep in our skin, lengthens.
Cumulous clouds, swinging
Form sensible positions
And I view slow swirl of my voice
Trying to become rain:
I could fall, tired in warm upcurrent

Becoming cold.
Soaked, all to low roots,
The white birch, pine
Lose color.
Voyageurs, shouldering birch canoes
Toward Pigeon River
And farther, carried on after skins:

for a rich lady

the dunes

And now, crossing the nine miles, aluminum
Balanced on my shoulders, we are off
Carrying the traps in ourselves.

for Percy Cerrufy

sudden thrust of
leg, pounding, the
other buckles,
toss washed bloody:
legacy of bald men,
raillsh. In the
sand words become
spray, the air
as salt no
matter, no matter,
the question
always
the same.

no!
i will not cut
dogshit
with grass in
it! my

Roy Bryan

the protestor

a douse of gas purifies,
a cold swallow douches my throat.
my wet skin shivers at the vaporizing wind a match my eyes flash black at the eruption.
my unhalred head melts my ears' insides.
my body thrills as If frostbite thawed.
flames caress, lick up my legs,
sterile tears boll over my cheeksthe wanting to writhe - the willing not to my touch Is gone my...
grease sizzles beneath the howling resignation.
a last shrug of the shoulders
and the body, that squealing blimp,
settles In a crumpling sigh.

servitude, my
servitude permits me

from the cracked hide red bubbles glob
smoldering like discharged lava.
fingers thorn thru their own brambled fists.

to not wear
my food, to not
take from the
earth what

the burned turd cones a heaped buddna of ecstasy.
Its pruney month, bird-nested, Is open
but with a bottom seared in
the little extinct volcano.

is yours,
first of all!
Buchanan

David Adams

David Adams
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in the Main Gym, Men's
Gymnasium.

TO f
Festival hosts readers DO
12
_

Readen from nine colleges
and inlvaraities are slated to
take part in the fourth annual
Oral Interpretation Festival
hare today and tomorrow. The
event is ID take place in the
University Union.
Dr. Ulla
Heston, a
prominent figure in the area of
oral lntarpratatlon, will make
several appearances during
the Cliflio. Dr. Heston.

chairman-elect of the Oral
Interp Interest group of the
Speech
Association
of
America, will deliver an
address
entitled
"The
Narrator and the Interpreter."
Saturday morning, she will
also critique a final round of
speakers.
The festival, sponsored by
the Speech Dept., is designed

University of Toledo and
Youngatown State Uiuveratty.

W.wktnd Fun!!!

EXCLUSIVE
FIRST-RUN HITS!
Bex Office Open 7:45 p.m.-Cartoon Carnival at 8:20
You Will See ot 8:40

Could he
make her
lorget her
vows and
follow her
heart...

ELVIS PRESLEY
MARY TYLER MOORE
CHANGE OF HABIT'

Will be held at 8:30 pjn. in
Anderson Arena, Memorial
Hall. Tickets are $3.00, $3.50
and $4.00.

Ti. Phi Kappa Tn
ltd lacs

You Will See at 10:30

Alpha Chi's, Kappa Sigs
and Zeeb's are gonna

VonT[notts-TheJove God?
A UNIVtBSSI I'ICIUHl ■ TICHNICOlOW

[gj 135?'

DON T MISS!!
//

New Attractions'

at 7:00 pjn.

"Spring" to victory
tonite
at the bed race!

VEAL PARMIGANO
with side order
SPAGHETTI
.25 TODAY
5:00 home-made
**
•*■*+. « «*»

Will meet at 7 pjn. in the
Faculty Lounge, Union.

"The

Berkleys of Broadway" will

U.A.O. FINE FILM
"The Seventh Seal" will be
shown at 7 p.m. and 9 p.m.
Room
115,
Education
Building. No admission
charge.

Let's especially make
it shine this weekend!

say

WOMEN'S LIBERATION

7
8
9
10
11

PUZZLE

IRON BUTTERFLY
CONCERT

GET HIGH for

A UNIVTRSAl PICTURE • TECHNICOLOR

TODaY

The crescent moon
is shining.

Phi Tau Pledges

UNIVERSITY
PLAYERSCLUB
Will meet at 4 pjn. in Room
303, Moseley Hall. Public
critique of the "Country Wife"
will be held. The director,
cast, costume and set
designers will be present.
Everyone is welcome.

"Key Largo" will be shown

U.A.O.
Will .sponsor a dance at 7:30
p.m in the Mid Am Room,
Harshman Quadrangle. Music
will be provided by the
Primary Colors.

Dr. LOIa

105

MONDAY
MOVIES OF THE 30's AND
40's

TODAY

SISTERS

SHOWING
FRI.-SAT.-SUN.

•SMB.

to bring together students and
instructors in oral interpretation so they may learn
and be encouraged to excellence through discussion
and performance, according
to festival director Lois A.
Cheney.
Other schools participating
in the festival include:
University of Cincinnati,
Heidleberg College, Kutztown
State College, Northeastern
Illinois State College, Purdue
University-Fort Wayne,
Towson
State
College,

be shown at 8:45 pjii
Hanna Hall.

SATURDAY

By Irene Sekuls
01 Prophet.
02 Trap.
r,3 Muliirc.
DOWN
1 Dye tanks.
2 Drug plant.
3 Pack freight
4 Youngster,
."i Winesaps.
0 (iolf course
hazards.

ACROSS
Expansive.
Book of
maps.
Crustiicenn.
Voice ninne
Inclined.
I IM1MI.ll.

Dentifrice.
Citv in
Okiiiliomn.
Stitch.
High

mountains.

1

Fears
greutly.
Monkeys.

14

SUNDAY
VARSITY CLUB
V, 11 meet at 7 p.m. in Room
210. Math-Science Building to
„-iect officers for next year. At
8 p.m there will be a
discussion led by Dr. Bond,
Mr. Perry and Dr. Ward on
athletes and their relations to
their teams and the University. All athletes are invited to
attend the discussion.
CAMPUS BRIDGE CLUB
Will meet at 1:30 p.m. in
the Ohio Suite, Union. A
duplicate match and election
of officers for next year will
be held.
UNIVERSITY KARATE
CLUB
Will meet from 6 to 8 pjn.

1

12 Dry.
13 Cots.
18 Merry.
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49
30
51

Intermix.
Ship worn.
Explodes.
Toward
shelter.
Cereal grass,
Greek letter.
Persian
sprite.
Cut short.
Little island.
Furniture
truck.
Spike of
corn.

*

e Field Enterprises, Ine., 1(70
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B
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Deciduous

nn

t
P

43

shrubs.
Portuguese
coin.
Iladgerlike
animal.
Seed eont.

•

"

,0

II

11

i

Is

^
"

It

Skeleton
part.
Greek letter.
Hodgepodge.

.)

1

6

5

:

27

44
40
47
48

31 Glowing
coal.

ji

IS

boxes.
Macaw,

K

1

r

Old niniil.
Hirsute.
Adhere.
Friend: l-"r.
Confederate.
Article.
Recedes.
Female deer.
Cord.
Fracas.
Lasting
Distance
runners.
C.oniimine in
Italy.
Storage

28 Vexed.
29 Hanging
bandage.
30 Piece of
furniture.

32 Ascends.
34 Asiatic
Circle.
country.
37
Tornadoes.
Breezy.
38 Long llsli.
Backbone.
40 Set of three
Protect from II Coal digger.
Mill.
43 State of
commotion.
Claw.

23
24
25
20

1

Pillow ease.
Dismantles.

U.A.O. FINE FILM
"The Seventh Seal" will be
shown at 7 p.m. and 9 p.m.
Room
US,
Education
Building. No admission
charge.

2

Destruction.
Insect.
Young plnnt.
Crawls.
Genus of
frogs,

CRYPTOGRAM — H> Salo \V. Minkin
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Saturday's cryptogram: Ad said hot hubbies

A S OBuNlE 1 T Y

raise stubble, save the shaver trouble.

by Brant par

THE WIZARD OF ID

\

TO KNOW WHAT l€.
WB&H& WITH
/

V

Hi* PET PYTHON/

TKH. HIM TO CA<~\, C*P TUB SEARCH
•"Oft THE /rl|*SlN6- F|.A6*PW.E.

TO 8:30

ALPENHORN ROOM
119 N. MAIN
"H COUPON SPECIAL
MONDAY* TUESDAY ONLY!
"Wh*n fiat, ft Alwayi h Got*/ TatttT
1037 N. Main

Hamburger or
Fish Sandwich

"PIZZA SMORGASBORD"
(All the Pixza and Salad you can eat $1.35)
Monday 6-11 P.M.

TneBGNews
1M University Hall
I Hal .172-2710

25C OFF With this coupon
limit 1 coupon per order
Offer expire* May IS, 1970

"OLDE TIME MOVIES"

ROY ROGERS

KJREATS OF YESTERYEAR)

RESTAURANT
300 E. Wooster

Wednesday. 7:00-11:00 PM

—-*®**~ CLdSSIFIED -*m>Rates 1.40 per line per day 2
lines minimum, average of S
words per line
(leadlines: i pm two days
before date of publication
The BG News reserves the
right to edit or reject any
class into!
advertisement
placed.
Printed errors which In the
News' opinion deter from the
value of the advertisement,
will be rectified free of charge
If reported in person within 41
hours of publication.

phone 352-5330

TICIPANTS IN THE GREEK
WEEK EVENTS
Alpha XYs eel high (or a htu>
bed action today Delti.

Alpha Phi congratulstes
Maryanne and Bob on their
engagement
THE BROTHERS OF PI
KAPPA
ALPHA
CONGRATULATE
ALL
WINNERS
AND
PAR-

2 man apt. (or sunun. 1130
with uUUllea, 337 E. Court
Call JS2-44T4

high (or the Florida (laehbark

A Chi O pledgl - Get high (or
the party Friday nite - The Phi
Pel pledgl

Today. May 1 ii la. Day
Think about II. The Law does
e lot (or you.

5 bdrm house available (or
subleasing this summer
beginning June IS. Flam. 1H
bths. Located on E. Merry.
For more Information. Call
371-1(37.

Congratulations to the Kappa
Pledge class' L. a I.. Iota
Pledges

Good L UCR Phi's at the Bed
Race and Derby Day!

Left handed golf dabs for
sale. 3 woods. 4 Irons, bag.

Congratulations Snakers.
Keep the Power. I'm lovtn'
you, s * w

Whoever-Thank you for the
Beautiful roses, come out ot
hiding' "Christy"
The Bt'.SU
Alpha Dalle Say : Get thoae Student
Education
Derby.'
Assoclstlon would like to
Thank
all
Buddies.
Buns- The Alpha Phi's are Profeasors.and others who
high for Derby Day!
helped make Teacher Career
Day a
Congrats. Pattl. on that SAE
lavalier! Alpha Oil's
Power to the people. The
Gross National Product Is
Karen your ring is beautiful' Public Radio. Heavy Music
Ophle.
from 11 to 3 Saturday nights
WBGU-FM. St 1
Alpha XI'■ get high for a little
bed action with the Delta Pikee- Get high lor s FIRST
Friday
PLACE trophy la the bedg
race!
Greeks: Get high for Sigma
Oil Derby Day. Saturday May Alpha Phi's new pledgtl make'
t
the world go around.

George: Happy Birthday. Big
Goof - you're over the hill
now! Little Goof

Whitey. the AID'S say get

Want to buy: Girl's bicycle
Tall 3314)13 after I pjn

Alpha Sl( s and Pike* Oat raft)
(or Uie bed race Friday nitelet'i bring home those
trophies! Oil O'l.

PERSONALS

Congrkts Jan - Come and get
her h-st - men-ahe's now a DZ
active. Love. Pumpkin.

"Get high" (or the Butterfly
Sat.. May 2.1 X PM. Tickets
at Union are S3.1 50 and M 00

F.R. - tomorrow Is the eecond.
1 love you. Dtng*4ing

ADPI's ATOs. Phi Pal's Run
that bed to VICTORY!
Today -1 pm Phi Kappa Tau
Bed ran! At the union oval
Delta congratulate Penny and
Paul on their engagement
Actives, were ready anytime
you are! The lota Pledgee.
Ou-O's and Alpha Saga: Gat's
go for Number ONE In the bed
rare-The Pikes
Sigs - Let's have a victory at
the Bed race - the Alpha Phi's.
LOST AND FOUND
Found ladles Watch J7J-3401

RENTALS • SALES

RECORDS! Oldies 30.030 In
1100.00 Reward for arrest and slock. Sand I.3S (or 2.0S0
conviction of anyone stealing listing catalogue Mailorders
or attempting to steal pissas rilled. RECORD CENTER.
from the cars of the Falcon. INS W 23th ST.. Cleve , Ohio
Plsanello's Pagltal's. Record Tapes.
Domino's.
70 Javelin inquire st Village
Mother's Day
something different, piste Inn or can 3(344(1. or or Staspecially mads for hair from tus.
Germany or Denmark.
Jewlry from Spain and Persia Lsrge 3 bdrm apt. for 0
Register for free gifts. students for sum. qtr. Ph. 3(4Vatan's 1(1 S. Main
1444
•boats and dissertation typing
Call 332-4341

Apartment for rent for summ
Two blocks from campus - call
after 3.1130 lor 1 each month
3334103
INS Buck special Must sellgraduating Will accept beat
ofler Contact Cheryl 3314134
Married couple needs apt
beaming fall term Sliest
Wanted: Male roommate for
summ. qtr. In Wtnthrop
Terrace. Call Jim. 3U47W
Must sublet In June. New 1
bdrm. (urn. apt. Greenview,
wpooi SSS4SS1
Srm house to sublet for sum
S Main 1130 mo JT247S6
Bauech A Lamp Microscope
with oil Immersion. Perfect
condition. (Ot Call evenings
Port Clinton 7l74f7(.
Needed l.l.or 3 roommates
(or summ. K3mo. sir. cond
Valentine apt (M 0th ST Call
3314(70
Sheila rm. for mats student
cooking, near campus,
available now. p H 302-73(3
■ST Chew. cosv. great cend
J27 . 3 spdHurst Ph 3334747
For sale IMS VW
stick shift COD
SISwswklX4MCC. 3U47»3

For sale SI Triumph Spitfire
11300 or make offer 3344111.
Men - rooms - double and
single Sept (June 3*34341
Houee for rent on N. SUMMIT
44 boys to share house this
sum. Rent reduced, also
available this (all. Cell after 3
(TUTS)
For rant on N. summit en"
apt. for 1 student available (or
(all. Call after 3 «7S2lSf
Roommate wanted starting
June 13- 3344433 after 1
Needed: One female roommete for summerAPT. 4 rooms for summ
acroea from campus. PH.
333-73(5
Furn.
oflc. apu available sum. aUApt. for sublease 173 Varsity
S ♦ Summer 1 bdrm. Call 333(IS) alter I pjn. Great Atmosphere
Thurstin Manor
Thurstin available
fall Studio apts.
(urn. ear. cond..
phone 3314433

apts. 431
summer a
completely
cable TV.

For Sale: Motorcycle 130 cc
Call Tun 3334(13
Two female roommates
needed 1100 each for entire
KB Chev. tor sals.
Call 333X31

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
Looking for college students
kntfrwM in full or part tune
summtr imployment in
Nortbseaat Ohio. Excellent
asu-fiLnffs. with fWilbie hours
and opportunity to work part
tuna oairtAg school year
Writ* Mr Steven Wataon 7CM
Raits Rd , PiiysUa|, OUo
1«AI

Use classifieds for fast results
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Tennis squad sweeps
doubles play in win
By Scott Scredon
Sports Writer
The Falcon tennis team
captured all three doubles
matches as they turned away
Wayne State, 7-2, on the BG
courts Thursday afternoon.
Winning for the Falcons in

singles'
play,
Denny
Cavanaugh bounced Joe
Spolnicki 6-0, 6-4, while Tom
lightvoet measured Frank
Reed 7-5, M, 6-3. Dan Ryan
defeated Mark Schneider H,
6-3, and Mark Goldner was a 62, 8-6 winner over Ken Mann.
The combinations of
Cavanaugh-Mike Costello,

Ruggers' ire up for foe
By Jack O'Breza
Assistant Sports Editor
The time has come.
The big match has finally
arrived for the Bowling Green
rugby club. This is the one
that the team wants to win.
The reason is plain and
simple. For two years the
Falcons have been defeated
by the Wheeling Gators and
they feel it is time for a
change.
Last spring. Bowling
Green was dealt a humiliating
41-0 pasting by the Gators.
Again this past fall, even
though the score was a bit
closer (16-10), the result was
still the same, another loss for
the Falcons.
Injuries played a big part
in last fall's loss but the
Falcons should be at full
strength when they put their
4-0 record on the line at
Wheeling, West Virginia,
tomorrow.
Unlike Bowling Green
where rugby is a club sport,

Varsity club
All athletes with or without
varsity letters are encouraged
to attend a Varsity club
meeting, Sunday evening at 7
p.m. in room 210, MathScience building.
On the agenda are: a
continuation of a discussion on
athletes and their relations to
their teams and the University, based on comments to the
club by Dr. Edward Ward last
quarter, and an election of
next year's officers.

Ladies play
on 2 fields
The women's tennis team
will be on display again,
tomorrow afternoon, trying to
remain undefeated. With a 2-01 record, they host Miami of
Ohio at noon on the courts
behind the Ice Arena.
Early hikers to the spring
football game can observe the
winning form of BG's singles
players, Pat Stager, Toni
Meiss and Sharon Kennedy or
doubles teams Pat Renner and
Patty Browne and Mary Miles
and Pain Dean.
The ladies' soft ball team
will be trying to continue their
rampage of last weekend
when they walloped Defiance,
17-7 and Ohio Northern, 10-8.
The winning pitcher in both
routs was Cathy Jensen.
They entertain Kent State
tomorrow morning at 11 a.m.
on a field behind the Life
Science building.
Another women's athletic
team will be travelling to the
Illinois Invitational Golf
tournament, represented by
Noel
Jablonski,
Chris
Chudzinski, Mary Jo Vecchiarelli and Mary Cathey.
Miss Jablonski was the
medalist in a win over Kent
last weekend with a round of
85

Wheeling considers it more of
a varsity sport because the
college of about 750 students
doesn't have a varsity football
team. Rugby is the school's
main sport.
The Gators are currently
5-2 for the season but the
competition they've played
includes some of the best
rugby clubs and teams in the
country.
Among the five
victories are a 6-3 win over
Perm State and a 19-0 blanking
of the Pittsburgh rugby club.
Oddly enough, one of
Wheeling's defeats was a 3-0
shutout by the Cleveland
Blues. Cleveland just barely
edged the Detroit rugby club
who the Falcons plastered 23-0
last Saturday.
The key to the success of
the Bowling Green rugby club
this weekend will be how well
the defense, which has only
allowed six points against it
this campaign, can hold up
under pressure.
For the seniors and other
members of the team who will
be leaving at the end of the
current season, it is one final
chance to beat an old menace.

Irish are next rung
on lacrossers' climb

Lightvoet-Salisbury,
ana
Oudsema-Goldner enabled the
squad to gain their fifth victory in ten outings.
Cavanaugh and Costello
were the only pair to go three
sets, disposing of Van Hooks
and Spolnicki, 6-4, 4-6, and 10S.
Athens, O. is the setting as
Ohio University's Bobcats and
Marshall's Thundering Herd
provide the competition for
the Falcon tennis team this
weekend.
A primary contender for
the Mid-American title, the
Bobcats hope to recover from
a 6-3 loss, dealt by Western
Michigan last week.
With the teams holding the
two best records in conference
play receiving byes in the
upcoming MAC tournament,
OU cannot afford another
setback, having only three
league contests remaining.
However, Falcon coach Bob
Gill prophecized otherwise.
"We're going to win,"
remarked the BG mentor. "I
won't be satisfied with
anything less."
The coach noted that the
doubles matches and the headon collision between Denny
Cavanaugh and I*e Adams
will play key roles in the
match. Also, OU does not
possess the depth they had last
year, thus giving BG's Bill
Oudsemaand Sam Salisbury a
chance to pick up vital points.
"Oudsema and Salisbury
are our keys to the MAC
crown," Gill commented. "If
they perform to their potential, we could have the best
depth in the league," he said.

By Jack Carle
Assistant Sports Editor
Number six has come and
gone and number seven will
be played tomorrow.
The figures are for the
number of games the lacrosse
team has played and won.
Number six was put away
earlier in the week with a 12-0
shut-out win over Michigan
State
The number seven foe is
Notre Dame, who is competing
on a club basis.
However, ND was beaten by
Michigan State last weekend.

Besides the chance for win
number seven, the Falcons
have to protect a number
seven national ranking that
they achieved in voting by the
coaches this past week.
Last year, the Falcons
had a big second half spurt
and defeated Notre Dame 15-2
including nine goals in the
second half.
The stickers will be riding
high for the game after
coming off the Michigan State
shelling. Everyone got to play
in that contest and there was
not too much pressure on
anyone.

The Falcons offense is
averaging almost 10 and a half
goals a game while the
defense is allowing only four
goals a game.
Top scorers for Bowling
Green are Zimmerman with
21 points on 13 goals and eight
assists.
"' Crease-man"
Bruce Cornell is the leading
goal-getter with 16 while John
Dohms has 14 assists to lead
the team in that department.
The game is the second of
four straight road games
before the stickers finish up at
home against Ohio State.
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COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE
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BOX DINNER
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ONLY
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Limit One Dlaner Per Coopon

JIMMY JOHN'S
102* N. Mala
STRAINING FOR power in his serve Is freshman
Tom Lightvoet, who was a winner In both singles
and doubles play yesterday against Wayne State.
BG upped their record to 5-5 with a 7-2 victory on the
home court*.

PANTY HOSE - - 99<
FINEST QUALITY Reg. $1.98

SANITARY DRY CLEANERS

Ph. J54 8KS
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Applications are
available in 405 Student
Activities for Student Body
Board Positions

With Family Room In Westgate
Area at $37,500

1002 S. Main St.

354-1925

Bowling Green, Ohio

Sign up for an interview now

ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN
End Up This Quarter In StyleDisposable Sheets and Pillow Cases

NOW

THE ALPENHORN ROOM
Presents This Weekend!
Friday - Return engagement of
THE WINDJAMMERS
Saturday - The melodious

CLAZEL

2 SMASH WEEKS
THRU Tue May 12
One Showing Only Mon. Tue. Wed. Thiir. - at 7:45
I'•'"•
Box Office Open 7:15
Friday Night at 7 & 9:40 - B. O. Open 8:45 p.m.
Sal. & Sun. Mat. at 1:30, 4:10-Eve. at 7 4 9:40
Adm: AU Times - 82.00 - ChUd 81.00

DIRECT FROM ITS LONG-RUN
ROADSHOW ENGAGEMENTS!
tademy
toid
Winner

SALLY Mil JEANETTE
8:31 - 1:00 each night

BELLS
BELLS
BELLS !
BELLS!

8EST
mat
Barbra
Streisand

PRIMARY COLORS
FREE FROM UAO

ntwm*iT:ii«is^-».'»-iMiK' ior
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OPENING SOON

Stadium Cinema I I II
Bowling Green's New Twin Theatrei

•COME ON DOWN'
7:30-12:30

Mid-Am Room

Come To The 9th Annual

Phi Kappa Tau

BED RACE
Today 6 p.m.
at the Union Oval

MV

BARBRA STREISAND OMAR SHARIF
"FUNNY GH.-

"THE BACKROOM" AT

toe IBenl

SIGMA CHI DERBY DAY
SATURDAY, MAY 2
Derby Chase begins at 9:30
at the Union Oval
GAMES FOLLOWING IMMEDIATELY
IN THE AFTERNOON
GET HIGH & GOOD LUCK
The Brothers of Sigma Chi
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Balancing act
on BG track
By Vin Mannix
Sports Writer

K«..,ho.. bv 'M M.H..

THOUGH EMPTY during this spring football icrimmage, the stadium
should be lively again tomorrow when the first team I White) lines up

against the reft (Brown) of the Falcon iquad for the Spring game
klckoff at 2 p.m.

In spring grid game

Nehlen stacks deck to unify starters
By Jack Carle
Assistant Sports Editor

n...photo by Mlba fk»U

HELPING OUT quarterback Veni Wlreman tomorrow from savage blttxers will
be senior linemen Bill Boeder (IS) and Joe Shocklee (77). Both plus -225 pounders,
Boeder and Shocklee form part of the bigger offensive line, expected to aid the
running game next season, as well as Win-man's passing protection.

Must sweep at Kent
By Gary Brown
Sports Writer
"We've got to win three
against Kent State. That's all
there is to it."
That is the consensus of
opinion of the members of the
Bowling Green baseball
squad. That statement is most
assuredly to be followed up
with: "We WILL win three
against Kent!"
This attitude is probably
the most important factor in
the Falcons' three game set at
Kent this weekend
The Flashes are winless in
five Mid-American Conference outings, suffering

defeats at the hands of both
Ohio University and Western
Michigan. Thus, the competition itself should not prove
over-powering to the Falcons.
What is of major importance is the morale of the
BG team. Coming off a 13-4
loss to Ohio State, the natural
question to ask is: "have they
lost their confidence?"
"I don't think it's a matter
of losing any confidence," said
second baseman John Knox.
"It's just one of those things.
We took Wednesday off and
that gave everyone a chance
to rest up and forget. We'll be
ready."
Despite the recent dry

spell in the win column, the
Falcon batting order still
harbors plenty of punch.
Outfielder Joe Chlrko is hitting a commendable .338.
Tom Bennett and John Knox
follow closely behind with
averages of .333 and .320
respectively. Both Chirko and
Bennett managed two hits
against OSU Tuesday.
Falcon pitchers also will,
as Knox put it, "pose a pretty
potent lineup." As it stands
now, the Golden Flashes will
face a combined record of 101.
Doug Bair leads the squad
with a record of four wins and
no losses.
Bair has not
allowed an earned run in the
almost 35 innings he has
pitched and hurled a no hitter
in his last start.
Also slated for mound
80,11 and 82 respectively.
duty are Bill Grein and Jim
Scott Masters' score of 85 Meerpohl. Grein has a fine
didn't count in the final 2.12 earned run average and a
scoring.
4-1 record while Meerpohl
Dick Erick commented on sports two wins against no
the Byrnwick Links, "That defeats. Jim's last outing was
was the nicest course we've an enviable two hit, twelve
played all year. It was tough strikeout performance.
and you had to putt these
Ironically, even with such
greens."
an imposing starting rotation,
Coach John Piper agreed, if there is a spot where a "lack
"That was a beautiful golf of confidence" could break
course and it was the first out, it is in the pitching. Some
really good day we've had to of the relief pitchers who
play golf all year."
suffered at the hands of Ohio
Ed Hadaway, a junior State could begin to wonder
letterman, will challenge about their effectiveness.
Scott Masters for the sixth
Meanwhile, center fielder
position and the right to face Tim Pettorini expresses the
Kent, Western Michigan and players'sentiments. "I think
Northern Illinois Saturday at we're just about ready to
Kalamazoo, Mich.
break loose!"

Golfers foil to follow through
By P.J. O'Connor
Sports Writer
The golfers' loss to Toledo
Wednesday was hard to take.
The Bowling Green
quintet streaked to a five
stroke lead after the front nine
at Byrnwick Country Club
with the Rockets in second
place and Eastern Michigan
10 strokes further back.
The tide changed for BG
during the back side with
Toledo gaining 11 strokes on
them. The Falcons' 393 team
total put their record at 4-4.
John Anderson and Rick
Faulk had 4 over par 7S's on
the 7035 yard championship
course. Jim Stone, Craig
Leiater and Dick Erick carded

The Bowling Green track
team will try a sort of
balancing act in tomorrow's
quintangular meet at Whittaker Field, where the
Falcons are hosting Central
Michigan, Cleveland State,
Kent State, and Ashland.
We'll be like most of the
teams in the meet in that all
have some real good individual performers, but no
overall team strength," said
coach Mel Brodt.
This will be the first real
■coring meet for Bowling
Green, so the Falcons will be
using everything they've got
to win.
"We should do well in
most of our running events,
but it's our field events that
are going to have to hold their
own, and score some for us,"
Brodt said.
The 440 relay is one race
in which the BG tartantrotters are hoping to get some
points since all the teams
entered have run between
42.5 and :43.5 for the event so
far.
George GeU, Al Webb,
Doug Lawrence, and Bob
James are the Falcons entered in this one.
Dave Wottle,
Steve
Danforth, and Sid Sink, threefourths of the nation's best
four mile relay team, along
with Jeff Cinnamond will run
in the mile.
In the "run for fun"
steeplechase, the Falcons
have entered Tracy Elliott.

Dave Olson, and the
remaining fourth of the four
mile team. Rich Breeze.
Hurdling the 120 highs will
be Chuck Mansell, Rick Schmidt, and Paul Zitko, who'll be
trying to ignore the last hurdle
since it was a similar one at
the Drake Relays last week
which "grabbed" Paul,
tripping him before he could
make the finish line.
Had Zitko cleared the
ninth hurdle, he would've run
a : 13.8 heat, his best ever, and
earned a trip to the Nationals
in June.
Luke Fullencamp, Nate
Suber, Jim Burroughs, Tom
McDonald, Dave Stewart, and
Lawrence ( whew!) will run
the 440, while in the 100 itII be
James, Webb, and Barry
Blackwell.
"Thls'U be a hot one
because Kent's Len Turner
ran a :9.5 against Ou last
week, and he's in a class by
himself," remarked Brodt.
Running in the 880 for the
Falcons are Wottle, Breeze
and Bob McOmber while Gary
Osborne', Jim Gagnet, Paul

Q

spons

Mernweather. Zitko, and
Suber will "Knock emselves
out" in the intermediate
hurdles.
The 220 should be another
"smoker" with BG's James
matched against Kent's
Turner. Webb, Blackwell, and
Mark Turinski are the other
"movers" in this one.
Sink, Elliott, Danforth,
Olson Jim Ferstle, Don
Windom, "and anybody else
who wants to run" said Brodt,
will go in the three mile.
Kent has a good distance
man in Ed Morris, and "if he
runs, itll be a better race,"
said Brodt.
The mile relay will have
Lawrence, Gagnet, Fullencamp, and Osborne or Wottle
teaming up for Bowling
Green.
In the field "throwing"
events are Mike Worth,
hammer; Jeff Huston, Tim
Kettle, Chuck Ruckdashel,
and decathloner George Geil
in the javelin: Jeff Booms in
the shot, and discuss along
with Joel Mashey, and Worth.
The running field events
will involve polevaulters, John
Trill, Gene Bard,
Bill
Boardman, Tim Kontak, and
Bob Kinney.
Also triple jumpers Bard,
Geil, and Aio Adelina, both of
whom will team up with Terry
Miskolczi, and Dave Hughes
in the long Jump. Mark Trace,
Jeff Christen, and Dan
Thomas will go in the high
jump.
The field events start at
11:30, and the running begins
an hour later.

Yes, there is still a football team at Bowling Green and they
have been in action almost all spring in getting ready for
tomorrow's spring game.
It will be the Whites against the Browns with the number one
team being the white. On the white will be members of the
number one offensive and defensive teams plus a few selected
players that will be the swing men. The brown team will be the
rest of the Falcon team.
It may seem that the coaches are stacking the deck against
the brown team by playing the first team against them.
However, this is not the case. All spring, the number one offense
has been running against the number one defense and tomorrow
will be the first time they have been on the same side during the
entire spring practices.
"It is about time that we let Vern Wireman and Phil
Villapiano know that they are both on the same team, they have
been going against each other the entire spring," explained
head coach Don Nehlen.
Wireman will quarterback the whites for the first half while
Don Plusquellic will split duties between the brown and the
white squads.
The reason for this double duty is to give Plusquellic more
game experience with the Falcons with both the first and second
units. He is a transfer from the University of Pittsburgh.
Also in the backfield for the number one team will be Jerry
Fields, Issac Wright, and Julius Livas. Fields and Wright have
been battling all spring for the fullback Job but Wright is a
doubtful starter tomorrow because of a sprained ankle.
Livas is showing quick recovery from a knee operation that
sidelined him all last season but is getting stronger with each
day of practice.
The wingback white starter is also doubtful as the main man
for the position, Bill Fischer, is hurt. Roger Murrary and John
Cook are the back-up men at that spot.
Also on the receiving end of passes will be Junior Mark Pillar
at split end and Tom Lawrence at tight end.
On defense for the white team, the battle upfront will be
waged by ends Villapiano and Gary Zelonis, tackles Larran
Meador and Jack McKenzie and Rich Duetemeyer. The
linebackers are Boh Simmons and Tom Merlitti.
In the backfield.Sam Halkiaswill be at monster back while
Gary Schaefer and Bill Deming are battling for the right corner
spot.
Joe Kettle and Howard Porter are fighting for the starting
left corner spot and Larry Kelly will be back at safety.
Lawrence will be doing the punting while Art Curtis will be
handling the placekicking chores. Curtis will probably be at
monster back when the season opens next fall.
Nehlen feels that the spring drills do accomplish a purpose
althought they are a "drag for the older kids."
"We pretty much accomplished what we wanted to do during
the spring drills. We have established a ground game with
Fields, Wright and Livas and we also proved we can pass," said
Nelhen.
"We have also found out who some of our kids are and that
they can play different positions. Our defense has also been
proving itself."
The whole thing will be put together tomorrow at 2 but the
real firing will begin September 19 against Utah State.

Happening here
this weekend
TOMORROW
Football- Brown vs. White at
2 p.m.
Track- BG vs. Real, Ashland,
Clevelaad St, C. Mich.
at BOOB.
Tennis- Womea vs. Miami at
noon
Softball- Women vs. Kent
State at 11 a.m.

■ by kkt leaeia

TOEING THE starting bleck is senler trackman George Geil who keeps ever baay
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HIGHLIGHTS OFTHEWbEK

Wednesday

SYMPHONIC BAND CONCERT
See page h.

Thursday

U.S.O. BIKE MARATHON BEGINS
See page 5.

Friday

GERMAN AND RUSSIAN DEPARTMENT SEMINAR
See page 5COUNSELING CENTER MARATHON
See page 6.

Frida
FridaySat ur day
Sunday

POE DITCH PLAYERS
See page 6.

"CAMELOT"
See page 6.
AWS MAY SING
See page 8.

The next issue of The Green Sheet will be distributed
Monday, May 11. Notices for all events occurring during the
week of May 11-17 must be submitted by noon, Tuesday, May 5,
to Mrs. Kathryn Haueisen, 806 Administration Building,
372-2616.

MONDAY, MAY 1*

3:30-5:30 p.m.
k p.m.

6:30-8 p.m.
8:15 p.m.

8:30-10 p.m.

SOCCER PRACTICE
Behind Memorial Hall.
"•UNIVERSITY PLAYERS CRITIQUE
A public critique of "The Country Wife." The director,
cast, costumer, and set designer will be present.
Room 303, Moseley Hall.
FUNDAMENTALS OF CATHOLICISM
St. Thomas More University Parish.
••FACULTY CONCERT SERIES
Rex Eikum, tenor, and Kay Moore, pianc
The program will
include Mozart's Sonata in D and selections from Bach cantatas.
Recital Hall, Music Building.
OPEN DANCE STUDIO
Room 302, Women's Building.

TUESDAY, MAY 5
1-3 p.m.

COUNSELING CENTER SEMINAR WORKSHOP
"Games People Play"—an experimental workshop in interpersonal games. Interested persons should contact Jim
Guinan at the Counseling Center.
Room 320, Counseling Center.

2:30 p.m.

TENNIS
Falcons vs. Toledo University, at Home.

3-5 p.m.

NON-VERBAL WORKSHOP
A weekly personal growth and learning experience.
Room 320, Student Services Building.

3:30 p.m.

BASEBALL
Falcons vs. Eastern Michigan, Away.

3:30-5:30 p.m.

SOCCER PRACTICE
Behind Memorial Hall.

k p.m.

AWS LEGISLATIVE BOARD MEETING
Student Court, Student Services Building.

h p.m.

MATHEMATICS DEPARTMENT FILM
"isomorphism: Developing the Concept"—one of a series of
films prepared by the University of Illinois Committee on
School Mathematics. Primarily for teacher training. Includes unrehearsed sequences from Junior high school mathematics courses.
Room 210, Mathematical-Sciences Building.

h p.m.

ANGEL FLIGHT MEETING
Memorial Hall.
-2-

TUESDAY, MAY 5 - cont.
U p.m.

JUNIOR PANHELLENIC COUNCIL
Room U36, Student Services Building.

6 p.m.

WBGU-FM CAMPUS QUIZ
Contestants are Theta Chi, Alpha Epsilon Pi and Tau Kappa
Epsilon. Tune in 88.1 on your radio dial.

6:30 p.m.

HOCKEY CHEERLEADING TRYOUTS
Bring skates.
Ice Arena.

6:30-8 p.m.

STUDENT RECREATIONAL SWIM
Natatorium.

8-9:30 p.m.

SKATING CLUB
Ice Arena.

8:15 p.m.

*«PHI MU ALPHA SINFONIA STUDENT CONCERT
Recital Hall, Music Building.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 6
1-3 p.m.
3 p.m.

3:30-5:30 p.m.
1« p.m.

ACADEMIC COUNCIL
Conference Room, Graduate Center.
••ECONOMICS COLLOQUIUM SERIES
Dr. Edward Shapiro, professor of economics, University of
Toledo, will be the guest lecturer. His topic will be "The
Absolute Level of Bond Yields and the Corporate-Municipal
Differential."
Room llU, Education Building.
SOCCER PRACTICE
Behind Memorial Hall.
••POLICITAL SCIENCE LECTURE
The political science department is sponsoring Martin
Jacobs, African Affairs Bureau, Department of State. He
will lecture on "Triangular Stalemate: The United States,
the United Nations, and South Africa."
Dogwood Suite, Union.

6 p.m.

ANGEL FLIGHT MEETING
Alumni Room, Union.

6 p.m.

CAMPUS GOLD MEETING
Taft Room, Union.

»

6 p.m.

UNIVERSITY PLAYERS MEETING
Will include a discussion of summer stock.
Room 211, South Hall.

6:30 p.m.

HOCKEY CHEERLEADING TRYOUTS
Bring skates.
Ice Arena.
-3-

WEDNESDAY, MAY 6 - cont.
7 p.m.

••POCKET POOL AND BILLIARDS DEMONSTRATION
Jack White, a pocket pool and billiards exhibitionist,
will give a demonstration. No admission.
Forum, Student Services Building.

7 p.m.

BLACK STUDENT MEETING
Room 210, Hayes Hall.

7-9 p.m.

U.A.O. BRIDGE LESSONS
Wayne Room, Union.

7:30 p.m.

ETA SIGMA PHI INITIATION
Capital Room, Union.

8-10 p.m.

OPEN SKATING SESSIONS
Ice Arena.

8:15 p.m.

••SYMPHONIC BAND CONCERT
Mark Kelly conducting. Jon R. Piersol, assistant conductor. The program will include Wagner, Shostakovich, Sousa,
and contemporary composers Thomas Beversdorf and Malcolm
Arnold. Tomi Price, senior, will be trombone soloist.
Grand Ballroom, Union.

THURSD\Y, MAY 7
9 a.m.

AWS EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING
AWS Office, Student Services Building.

2-3 p.m.

NEW EMPLOYEE ORIENTATION
Classified Civil Service Employees hired during April are
invited to attend this orientation meeting sponsored by
the Personnel Services.
River Room, Union.

3-5 p.m.

••LUTHERAN STUDENT COFFEE HOUR
Faculty Lounge, Union.

3-5 p.m.

GROWTH GROUP
Room 320, Student Services Building.

3:30-5:30 p.m.

SOCCER PRACTICE
Behind Memorial Hall.

U p.m.

U:30 p.m.

""BIOLOGY DEPARTMENT SEMINAR
Dr. Edward DeVillez, department of zoology and physiology,
Miami University, will lecture on "Comparative Investigation of Invertebrate Digestive Froteinases."
Room 112, Life Sciences Building.
WOMEN'S TENNIS MATCH
Bowling Green vs. Bluffton College.
At Bluffton.

-U-

THURSDAY, MAY 7 - cont.
b:30 p.m.

HOME ECONOMICS CLUB SPRING DESSERT
The charge will be 50# for students and faculty. Reservations must be made in advance at the Home Economics
Office.
Pink Dogwood Suite, Union.

6:30 p.m.

SIGMA NU THIRD ANNUAL U.S.O. BIKE MARATHON BEGINS
Members of Sigma Nu will ride until next Thursday, a total
of 168 continuous hours, to raise a goal of $1,500 for the
U.S.O. A map will be displayed at the Union Oval showing
how many miles they have gone. By the erd of the week
they will have traveled the equivalent o ' one and a quarter
times around the world.
Union Oval.

6:30 p.m.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE TESTIMONY MEETING
Prout Chapel.

6:30-8 p.m.

STUDENT RECREATIONAL SWIM
Natatorium.

6:30-8 p.m.

FUNDAMENTALS OF CATHOLICISM
St. Thomas More University Parish.

7-9 p.m.

UNIVERSITY KARATE CLUB
Room 108, Women's Building.

7:30 p.m.

GERMAN HONORARY AND GERMAN CLUB MEETING
Dr. Morris will speak on Norwegian literature and Stein
Mehren's drama, "The Fool and His Doke." All interested
students are invited.
Faculty Lounge, Union.

7:30 p.m.

WBGU-TV COMMUNITY FORUM
Following the broadcast of the third "Small Town" series,
the station will sponsor a community forum during which
interested people are invited to visit the station and
discuss the program. The Forum will be broadcast live.
WBGU-TV Station.

8 p.m.

••POETRY READING
Commuter Center, Moseley Hall.

FRIDAY, MAY 8
a.m.-3 p.m.

11:30-12:30 p.m.

GERMAN AND RUSSIAN DEPARTMENT SEMINAR
A $5 registration and luncheon fee. Students may attend
any of the lectures. See Lectures and Seminar page for
list of lectures.
Ohio Suite, Union.
INTERACTION DISCUSSION
College of Education faculty and graduate students are invited to participate in this lunch discussion.
Rathskeller.

-5-

FRIDAY, MAY 8 - cont.
Noon

COUNSELING CENTER MARATHON
"The First Day of The Rest of Your Life," with Dr. Mel
Foulds and Mr. James Guinan, a 2l»-hour marathon personal
growth group experience to be held by the Counseling Center from Noon Friday to Noon Saturday. The only cost is
for meals. Open to students, faculty, and staff. Contact
Dr. Foulds, 372-2081, for details and reservations.
Room 320, Student Services Building.

2 p.m.

TENNIS
Falcons vs. Miami University, Home.

3:30 p.m.

BASEBALL
Falcons vs. Western Michigan, Away

U:30 p.m.

WOMEN'S SOFTBALL
Bowling Green Main Campus vs. Firelands. Check Women's
Building Blackboard for location of the game.

6:30-10 p.m.

STUDENT RECREATIONAL SWIM
Natatorium.

7 p.m.

JEWISH STUDENT CONGREGATIONAL SERVICE
Prout Chapel.

8 p.m.

"CAMELOT" FILM
Starring Richard Harris and Vanessa Redgrave.
University community. Admission is $1.
Main Auditorium, University Hall.

Open to the

8 p.m.

POE DITCH PLAYERS (Drama Interest Group)
Wives of University faculty invite you to a command performance by the Poe Ditch Players of "Hooray for Hollywood,"
a musical extravangaza about the movies of the 30's and
1*0' s, with "guest" appearances by Mae West, Clark Gable,
and many stars. Donations are 50#. Tickets available at
the door or from Mrs. Norman Carp-Gordan, 352-5013. Open
to the public.
Carnation Koom, Union.

8-10 p.m.

OPEN SKATING SESSIONS
Ice Arena.

8 p.m.-Midnight

FACULTY BRIDGE
White Dogwood Suite.

8:15 p.m.

STUDENT RECITAL
Lynne Evenbeck, piano.
Recital Hall, Music Building.
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SATURDAY, MAY 9
All Day

TRACK
Falcons at Wayne State Invitational.

9 a.m.

WOMEN'S TENNIS
Bowling Green vs. Ohio State University and Pennsylvania
State.
At Ohio State.

9 a.m.-Noon

KAPPA MU EPSILON ANNUAL PRIZE EXAMINATION
The freshman who places first will be awarded the Freshman
Mathematics Prize. The upperclassman who places first will
win the KME Prize in Math at Honors Day
Persons interested in taking the examination should contact Dr. W. C.
Weber, 372-2636.
Room 220, Mathematical-Sciences Building.

10 a.m.

GOLF
Falcons with Ohio University and Toledo University,
at Home.

10:30 a.m.

FACULTY DAMES BRUNCH
Cost is $2.20. Reservations due to Mrs. Richard Fried at
lUl»5 Clough, Apartment 202, Bowling Green by Tuesday.
Carnation Room, Union.

11 a.m.

WOMEN'S GOLF
Women's Competition at Ohio State University.

1 p.m.

BASEBALL
Falcons vs. Michigan, Away.

1 p.m.

TENNIS
Falcons vs. Kent State, Away.

1 p.m.

WOMEN'S SOFTBALL
Bowling Green vs. Ashland College.
Blackboard for location of game.

Check Women's Building

1 p.m.

RUGBY
Bowling Green vs. Miami University.
At Miami.

1-3 p.m.

FACULTY-STAFF RECREATIONAL SWIM
Natatorium.

2 p.m.

LACROSSE
Falcons vs. Kenyon College, Away.

3*5 j..a.

STUDENT RECREATIONAL SWIM
Natatorium.

8 p.m.

"CAMELOT"
See 8 p.m., Friday. Admission is $1.
Main Auditorium, University Hall.
-7-

SATURDAY, MAY 9 - cont.
8-10 p.m.

OPEN SKATING SESSION
Ice Arena.

9 p.m.-l a.m.

UCF "CRYPT" COFFEEHOUSE
United Christian Fellowship Center.

SUNDAY, MAY 10

'

1-1» p.m.

OPEN GYM FOR WOMEN
Women's Building.

1-5 p.m.

U.A.O. CHESS CLUB
Perry Room, Union.

1:30 p.m.

AWS MAY SING
Donations of 25* will be collected for the AWS Scholarship
Fund. Open to the public.
Grand Ballroom, Union.

2-3:30 p.m.

STUDENT RECREATIONAL SWIM
Natatorium.

3:30-5 p.m.

FACULTY-STAFF RECREATIONAL SWIM
Natatorium.

3:30-5:30 p.m.

OPEN SKATING SESSION
Ice Arena.

k p.m.

••COLLEGIATE CHORALE CONCERT
Ival Trusler will conduct this contemporary American music
concert.
Main Auditorium, University Hall.

6 p.m.

SUNDAY AT SIX
United Christian Fellowship Center.

6-8 p.m.

UNIVERSITY KARATE CLUB
Main Gym, Men's Gym.

7 p.m.

MOVIES OF THE 30'S AND 1»0'S
"Wuthering Heights"—1939, Merle Oberon, Laurence Oliver,
David Niven, shown at 7 p.m. "The Chost Goes West"—1936,
Robert Donant, Jean Parker, Elsa Lanchester, shown at 8:1*5
p.m. Admission is $1.
Room 105, Hanna Hall.

7 p.m.

OMEGA PHI ALPHA CHAPTER MEETING
Alumni Room, Union.

8-10 p.m.

OPEN SKATING SESSION
Ice Arena.

8:15 p.m.

••FACULTY CONCERT SERIES
Frances Burnett, assoc. professor of msuic, playing piano.
Recital Hall, Music Building.
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Placement Schedule

SCHOOL LISTINGS:
May 12. Bedford Public Schools, Michigan; Northville Public Schools,
Michigan; L'Anse Creuse Schools, Michigan (evening also).
May 13. Three Rivers Public Schools, Michigan; Trenton Public Schools,
Michigan; Huron City Schools, Ohio; Grosse He Township Schools, Michigan.
May 1U. Bellefontaine City Schools, Ohio; Lakota Board of Education, Ohio;
Mt. Gilead Exempted Village Board of Education, Ohio.
BUSINESS LISTINGS:
May 12.

American Greetings Corporation.

May 13.

New York Life Insurance Company; UARCO, Inc.

Announcements

POE DITCH PLAYERS PRESENTATION—The Poe Ditch Players (wives of
University faculty members) will present a command performance of "Hooray
for Hollywood", a musical extravaganza of the Movies of the 30's and UO's,
with "guest" appearances by Mae West, Clark Gable, and stars, stars, stars.
The performance will be given at 8 p.m. Friday in the Carnation Room. Donations will be 50*.
FACULTY DAMES BRUNCH—Reservations for the annual University Faculty
Dames Brunch are due to Mrs. Richard Fried, 1UU5 Clough, Apartment 202, Bowling Green, by Tuesday. A performance of the Poe Ditch Players "Hooray for
hollywood" will be presented. Cost is $2.20. The brunch will be Saturday
at 10:30 in the Carnation Room.
UNDERGRADUATE ART DISPLAY—A display of art work by undergraduate
students will be on display May 10 through 31 in the Fine Arts Gallery.
Hours of the Gallery are 5-8 p.m. weekdays and 2-5 p.m. on weekends.
U.A.O. CONCERT—U.A.0. is sponsoring a May 21 concert by the Chicago
Concert. Tickets are $2 and $2.50 and are on sale at the Union Box Office.
The concert will be in Memorial Hall at 9 p.m.
CHANNEL 70 COMMUNITY FORUM—Following the broadcast of the third
"Small Town" series, WBGU-TV will host a community forum at the station.
Those interested in discussing the program are invited to attend the open
forum, which will be broadcast live over Channel 70.
COUNSELING MARATHON—Dr. Mel Foulds and Mr. James Guinan will conduct
a 2U-hour marathon personal growth group experience to be held in Room 320
Student Services Building from noon Friday to noon Saturday. Titled, "The
First Day of the Rest of Your Life," the marathon will be limited to 15 University students, faculty, or staff. The only cost will be for food. For
reservations contact Dr. Foulds, 372-2081.

Channel 70 Program Highlights

Monday, May h
7 p.m.

9 p.m.
10 p.m.
Tuesday, May 5
8:30 p.m.
9 p.m.
Wednesday. May 6
7 p.m.
8 p.m.
10 p.m.

Thursday, May 7
7 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

8:30 p.m.

Friday. May 8
8 p.m.

9 p.m.
Sunday, May 10
7 p.m.
9 p.m.
10 p.m.

MAIN STREET AT THE CROSS ROADS: "The Cross Roads in
Cross Section". The 20th Century has brought unprecedented
change to Main Street. Changes in transportation, communication, education, and social life have inexorably altered
the traditional "Small Town Way of Life." Faced viti. these
changes, some towns have declined while others have prospered. This program looks foV some of the reasons why.
NET JOURNAL: "The Conservative Viewpoint"
UP AGAINST THE WALL WITH LORIN HOLLANDER
Philadelphia's Edison High, a hard-core ghetto school.
DRUG ABUSE: "A Movable Scene"
The special takes a serious and dramatic look at some of
today's young people and their use of hallucinogenic drugs.
NET FESTIVAL: "Robert Peters"
Opera star Roberta Peters performs.
FIRING LINE: "Power"
Adolph Berle is William F. Buckley's guest.
THE CONSERVATIVE VIEWPOINT
The first of four half-hour weekly programs examining the
conservative outlook focuses on the issue of law and order.
SOUL:
Tonight, SOUL has its first female host, Commonwealth recording star, Maxine Brown.
MAIN STREET AT THE CROSS ROADS: "Cross Roads in Cross
Section" (Repeat of Monday's program)
MAIN STREET AT THE CROSS ROADS: "Town Meeting"
Citizens of the area Join in a forum held in the Channel
70 studio to discuss the thoughts and implications of the
film.
NET PLAYHOUSE: "Cathy Comes Home"
Jeremy Sanford's documentary about a young British family
caught in a downward spiral of bad luck in their desperate
struggle for decent housing in an over-crowned urban society.
NET JOURNAL: "Hard Times in the Country"
Western scenes with the strength and beauty of Charles Russell paintings at the end of the last century; and lush
Grant Wood landscapes of a later midwest.
NET FESTIVAL: "Festival Dubrovnik"
INSIGHT: "A Small Statistic
The complacent happiness of a young couple is shattered
when their first child dies at birth.
THE FORSYTE SAGA
THE ADVOCATES

wbaj-fm 88.
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Lectures and Seminars
BIOLOGY
Thursday, U p.m.

ECONOMICS
Wednesday, 3 p.m.

GERMAN SEMINAR
Friday, All Day

"Comparative Investigation of Invetebrate Digestive
Proteinases"—a lecture by Dr. Edward DeVillez, department of zoology and physiology at Miami University.
Room 112, Life Sciences Building.
"The Absolute Level of Bond Yields and the CorporateMunicipal Differential"—an economics colloquim series
lecture by Dr. Edward Shapiro, professor of economics,
University of Toledo.
Room 111*, Education Building.
"Psychological Aspects of First-Language Learning"—
by Harry W. Hoemann, assistant professor of Psychology,
Bowling Green.
9 a.m., Ohio Suite, Union.
"Linguistic Theory and First-Language Learning"—by
Lawrence J. Turton, assistant professor of speech, Bowling Green.
9:30 a.m., Ohio Suite, Union.
"Psycholinguistics, Learning Theory, and Foreign Language Teaching—Joseph L. Scott, instructor of German,
Director of the German Center, Bowling Green.
11 a.m., Ohio Suite, Union.
"Bilingual Instruction vs. FLES —Professor Emma Brikmaier, department of German, University of Minnesota.
12:30 p.m., Pink Dogwood Suite, Union.
"Why Teach Children Foreign Languages: German in the
Akron City Schools"—a panel discussion with Miss Ruth
Hoffmaster, F. L. Resource Teacher, Akron Public Schools,
and Mrs. Use White, German Teacher, Akron Public Schools.
1:30 p.m., Ohio Suite, Union.
"German in the Elementary School:
Solutions"—an open discussion.
2:30 p.m., Ohio Suite, Union.

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Wednesday, 1* p.m.

Approaches Problems,

"Triangular Stalemate: The United States, United Nations,
and South Africa"—by Martin Jacobs, African Affairs
Bureau, Department of State.
Dogwood Suite, Union.

